We augment a tree T with a shortcut pq to minimize the largest distance between any two points along the resulting augmented tree T + pq. We study this problem in a continuous and geometric setting where T is a geometric tree in the Euclidean plane, where a shortcut is a line segment connecting any two points along the edges of T , and we consider all points on T + pq (i.e., vertices and points along edges) when determining the largest distance along T + pq. We refer to the largest distance between any two points along edges as the continuous diameter to distinguish it from the discrete diameter, i.e., the largest distance between any two vertices.
Introduction
A network is a connected, undirected graph with positive edge weights. A geometric network is a network that is embedded in the Euclidean plane whose edges are rectifiable curves weighted with their length. We describe our results for straight-line edges, even though they extend to more general edges. We say that a point p lies on a geometric network G and write p ∈ G when there is an edge e of G such that p is a point along the embedding of e. A point p on an edge e of length l subdivides e into two sub-edges of lengths (1 − λ) · l and λ · l for some value λ ∈ [0, 1]. We represent the points on G in terms of their relative position (expressed by λ) along their containing edge, thereby avoiding ambiguity in case of crossings.
The network distance between any two points p and q on a geometric network G is the length of a shortest weighted path from p to q in G and it is denoted by d G (p, q). The continuous diameter of G is the largest network distance between any two points on G, and it is denoted by diam(G), i.e., diam(G) = max p,q∈G d G (p, q). In contrast, for a network G
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Optimal Tree Shortcut with vertex set V , the discrete diameter is the largest distance between any two vertices, i.e., max u,v∈V d G (u, v) . We only consider the continuous diameter in this work. A pair p, q ∈ G is diametral when their distance is the continuous diameter, i.e., diam(G) = d G (p, q). A diametral path in G is a shortest weighted path in G that connects a diametral pair of G.
We denote the Euclidean distance between two points p and q in the plane by |pq|. A line segment pq with endpoints p, q ∈ G is a shortcut for G. We augment a geometric network G with a shortcut pq as follows. If they do not exist already, we introduce new vertices at p and at q, thereby subdividing the edges containing p and q. Then, we add the line segment pq as an edge of length |pq| to the network G. We do not introduce any vertices at crossings between pq and any other edges of G. The resulting network is denoted by G + pq.
Our goal is to locate a shortcut pq for a geometric tree T that minimizes the continuous diameter of the augmented tree T + pq, i.e., we seek points p, q ∈ T such that diam(T + pq) = min r,s∈T
diam(T + rs) .
The absolute center of a geometric tree T is the unique point c ∈ T that minimizes the largest network distance from c, i.e., max q∈T d T (c, q) = min p∈T max q∈T d T (p, q).
The backbone of a tree T is the intersection of all diametral paths of T ; we denote the backbone of T by B.
Related Work
We summarize related work on minimum-diameter network augmentation in various settings.
In the abstract and discrete setting, we minimize the discrete diameter of an abstract graph with positive weights for the edges and non-edges by inserting non-edges as shortcuts. If the edges and non-edges have unit weight, then it is NP-hard to decide whether, it we can reduce the diameter below some value D ≥ 2 by adding at most k shortcuts [3, 8, 10] . This problem remains NP-hard, even for restricted graph classes such as trees [3] . The weighted version of this problem falls into the parameterized complexity class W [2] -hard [5, 6] . Minimum-diameter augmentation has also been studied as a bicriteria optimization where we seek to minimize both the diameter and the number (or cost) of the additional edges. For an overview on bicriteria approximation algorithms refer, for instance, to Frati et al. [5] .
In the geometric and discrete setting, we minimize the discrete diameter of a geometric network by connecting vertices with line segments. Große et al. [7] introduced this setting and determine an optimal shortcut for a polygonal path with n vertices in O(n log 3 n) time. The stretch factor, i.e., the largest ratio of the network distance between any two vertices and their Euclidean distance, has also been considered as a target function [4, 9] .
In the geometric and continuous setting [2] , we minimize the continuous diameter of a geometric network by inserting line segments that may connect any two points along the edges. For a polygonal path of length n, we determine an optimal shortcut in O(n) time. For a cycle, one shortcut can never decrease the continuous shortcut while two always suffice. For convex cycles with n vertices, we determine an optimal pair of shortcuts in O(n).
In our model, a crossing of a shortcut with an edge or another shortcut is not a vertex: we may only enter edges at their endpoints. In the planar model [1, 11] , every crossing is a vertex. In this model, Yang [11] characterizes optimal shortcuts for a polygonal path. Cáceres et al. [1] determine in polynomial time whether a plane geometric network admits a reduction of the continuous diameter by adding a single shortcut.
Structure and Results
We present the following structual results about optimal shortcuts for geometric trees in Section 2. A shortcut pq is useful for a geometric tree T when augmenting T with pq decreases the continuous diameter. A geometric tree T admits a useful shortcut if and only if its backbone B is neither a line segment nor a point. Every geometric tree T has an optimal shortcut pq with p, q ∈ B such that the absolute center c lies on the path from p to q in T .
Based on these insights, we determine an optimal shortcut for a geometric tree T with n vertices in O(n log n) time. Conceptually, we slide a candidate shortcut pq along the backbone of T while balancing the diametral paths in T + pq. To implement this approach, we discretize this movement such that the shortcut jumps from one change in the diametral paths to the next. The diametral pairs in T + pq guide this search as each rules out a better shortcut in some direction. In Section 3, we assemble the building blocks of the algorithm and explain how the diametral pairs guide our search. In Section 4, we describe the continuous algorithm and show that it produces an optimal shortcut. In Section 5, we discretize this algorithm and outline the modifications that lead to the desired running time.
Structural Results
We are given a geometric tree T in the plane. We wish to find a shortcut pq for T that minimizes the continuous diameter of the resulting tree T + pq, as illustrated in Figure 1 . We say a shortcut pq is useful for T when diam(T + pq) < diam(T ), we say pq is indifferent for T when diam(T + pq) = diam(T ), and we say pq is useless for T when diam(T + pq) > diam(T ). In the discrete setting, every shortcut is useful or indifferent, as the discrete diameter only considers vertices of T . In the continuous setting, a shortcut may be useless for T , since the points on the shortcut pq matter as well, as exemplified in Figure 2 . 
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We say a shortcut pq is useful (u, v) , and we say that pq is useless (u, v) . If pq is useful for u, v then the shortest path from u to v in T + pq travels from u to p in T , then along the shortcut to q, and then from q to v in T . Order matters: if pq is useful for u, v then pq is useless for v, u. pq is not useful for T , because it is useless for at least one pair among the three leaves x, y, and z.
Some trees do not have useful shortcuts.
Lemma A. If a geometric tree T has three leaves x, y, and z such that the pairs (x, y), (x, z), and (y, z) are diametral in T then there does not exist a useful shortcut for T .
Proof. The diametral paths connecting the leaves x, y, and z contain the absolute center c of T . This means x, y, and z lie in three different sub-trees T X , T Y , and T Z attached to c.
Assume, for the sake of a contradiction, that T admits a useful shortcut pq. Then pq must be useful for every diametral pair in T . If p and q lie in the same sub-tree then pq is useless for the farthest leaves from the other two sub-trees, e.g., if p, q ∈ T X then pq is useless for y, z. Therefore, p and q lie in different sub-trees, say p ∈ T X and q ∈ T Z , as in Figure 3 .
To reduce the continuous diameter of T , the shortcut pq must be contained in the shortest paths in T + pq from y to z and from y to x. This means that the path from y to z, travels from c via p to q, i.e., d(c, p) + |pq| < d(c, q), while the path from y to x travels from c via q to p, i.e., d(c, q) + |pq| < d (c, p) . This leads to the contradiction |pq| < 0, since
Therefore, there exists no single useful shortcut for T .
For instance, the tree in Figure 3 , has no useful shortcut, because its diametral paths intersect in a single vertex-the absolute center c of T .
Figure 4 An illustration of a geometric tree T with its backbone B (orange) and the primary B-sub-trees, Sa (blue) and S b (purple), as well as secondary B-sub-trees (green).
We call the intersection B of all diametral paths in T the backbone of T . Let T be a tree whose backbone B is a path from a to b with a = b, and let S a and S b be the sub-trees 1. Suppose r does not lie on the path from x to p. Then x, p, and q lie in the same B-sub-tree meaning S = S a and r = a, since x ∈ S a , as illustrated in Figure A . Since y lies in the other primary B-sub-tree, we have y / ∈ S and, thus, r lies on the path from q to y.
S b q
Figure A A shortcut pq for a geometric tree T that has both endpoints in the same B-sub-tree S with root r and where p lies on a path from r to a farthest leaf x in S.
Since a is an endpoint of the backbone, i.e., the intersection of all diametral paths in T , there is a leaf x of S a such that x , y is diametral in T and r is on the path from x to p. The shortcut pq cannot be useful for x , y, because r lies on the path from x to p and on the path from q to y. Thus, for pq to be useful for T , the shortcut pq must be useful for y, x . This means that the shortest path from y to x in T + pq contains the path from r to p in T , i.e., d(r, p) < d(r, q) + |qp|. On the other hand, the shortest path from y to x in T + pq travels from r via the shortcut to p, i.e., d(r, q) + |qp| < d (r, p) . This is impossible. 2. Suppose r lies on the path from x to p. Then r cannot lie on the path from q to y and, thus, y, p, and q lie in the same B-sub-tree, i.e., S = S b and r = b and x / ∈ S. Hence, r lies on the path from x to p. This is the impossible constellation from the previous case. Therefore, if pq is useful for T , then p / ∈ S or q / ∈ S.
Lemma C. Let T be a geometric tree and let S be a B-sub-tree of T with root r. If pq is a useful shortcut for T with p ∈ S then diam(T + rq) ≤ diam(T + pq).
The proof of Lemma C below follows the proof of the discrete backbone lemma by Große et al. [14] . The first two cases are due to Große et al. [14] ; they are provided for the sake of self-containment. We add the third case to generalize the result to the continuous setting.
Proof.
Let s, t be a diametral pair of T + rq. We argue d T +rq (s, t) ≤ diam(T + pq).
Suppose s, t ∈ T and d(s, t) = d T +pq (s, t).
Then the claim follows, since
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Suppose s, t ∈ T and d(s, t) > d T +pq (s, t).
We may assume that pq is useful for s, t. Otherwise, we swap s and t. B-sub-tree S whose root r lies on the path from s to p in T . Regardless whether s ∈ S or s / ∈ S, we have q / ∈ S, by Lemma B, and, therefore t / ∈ S.
a. Suppose the path from s to p contains r, as shown in Figure B . Then we have
b. Suppose the path from s to p does not contain r. Then s ∈ S, as shown in Figure C . B-sub-tree S and p lies on the path from s to the root r of S. There is a diametral partner x of T such that the path from x to p passes through r. This property holds regardless whether S is a primary B-sub-tree or a secondary B-sub-trees.
We argue that there exists a diametral pair x, y of T with x ∈ S a and y ∈ S b such that r lies on the path from x to p. Since pq is useful for T , the shortcut pq is contained in every path in T + pq that connects a diametral pair of T . If S = S a then there is a diametral pair x, y of T with x ∈ S a and y ∈ S b such that the path from x to p contains r = a. Otherwise, a would not be the endpoint of the backbone. If S = S a then r lies on the path from x to p for every x ∈ S a , since p ∈ S. The shortcut pq is useful for x, y and, thus, for r, q, since r lies on the path from x to p. Therefore, no shortest path in T + pq may contain the path connecting r and q. This includes the path from s to t. Hence, t / ∈ S and, thus,
By Lemma B, q / ∈ S. Since the path from x to y in T + pq cannot contain r for a second time, we have y / ∈ S and the path in T + rq from x to t must contain r,
, because x, y is a diametral path of T and r lies on the path from x to y and on the path from s to y. This means x, t is a diametral pair of T + rq, as well, because
More precisely, x, t is a diametral pair of T + rq such that the path from x to p contains r. With the argument from the previous case, we obtain
3.
Suppose s / ∈ T or t / ∈ T . We may assume without loss of generality that s ∈ T ; otherwise, we swap s and t. Then s ∈ rq with r = s = q, as illustrated in Figure D . We move r ∈ B to a point p in a B-sub-tree S such that pq is useful for T . Then q, t / ∈ S and the diameter increases.
Let C(r, q) be the simple cycle in T + rq. The path from s to t leaves C(r, q) at the point
Note that r =s = q, because r = s = q and |rq| ≤ d(r, q). By Lemma B, we have q / ∈ S. This means the path connecting r and q in T lies outside of S and, therefore,s / ∈ S and t / ∈ S. The cycle C(p, q) is formed by pq and the path from p to q in T . Since r lies on the path from p to q, we know thats ∈ C(p, q). Let s be the farthest point froms on C(p, q). Proof. Let pq be an optimal shortcut for a geometric tree T . We may assume that pq is useful for T , since otherwise the degenerate shortcut vv, for any v ∈ B satisfies the claim.
If p, q ∈ B, we are done. Suppose p / ∈ B, i.e., p lies in some B-sub-tree S with root r. By Lemma C, diam(T + rq) ≤ diam(T + pq). If q ∈ B then rq is an optimal shortcut for T with both endpoints on the backbone. Otherwise, q / ∈ B, i.e., q lies in some B-sub-tree S with root r . Since pq is useful for T and p ∈ S, Lemma B implies that q / ∈ S and, thus, S = S and r = r . By Lemma C, diam(T + rr ) ≤ diam(T + rq) ≤ diam(T + pq). Hence, rr is an optimal shortcut for T with both endpoints on the backbone. Proof. Let pq be an optimal shortcut for T with p, q ∈ B. If pq is useless for T , the degenerate shortcut cc satisfies the claim. Thus, we assume that pq is useful for T .
We split T at its absolute center c into two sub-trees T X and T Y such that every diametral pair of T has a partner in T X and a partner in T Y . We chose the labels a and b of the endpoints of the backbone of T such that a ∈ T X and b ∈ T Y .
Suppose p, q ∈ T X with p = c = q. Without loss of generality, q lies on the path from p to c in T . Otherwise, we swap p and q. We argue that the shortcut pc is at least as good as the shortcut pq, i.e., diam(T + pc) ≤ diam(T + pq). Let s, t be a diametral pair of T + pc.
Suppose s, t ∈ T and d(s, t)
= d T +pq (s, t). Then the claim follows, since diam(T + pc) = d T +pc (s, t) ≤ d T (s, t) = d T +pq (s, t) ≤ diam(T + pq) .
Suppose s, t ∈ T and d(s, t) > d T +pq (s, t).
Then pq is useful for s, t or t, s. We swap s and t such that pq is useful for s, t. Figure E illustrates the following arguments. 
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This means pq is also useful for s, c, since
Let y be a farthest leaf from c in T with y ∈ T Y . The point t is also a farthest leaf from
Since pq was useful for s, t, the path from q to t cannot contain p. On the other hand, p lies on the backbone and blocks the path from q to any farthest leaf from c in T X . Since t is a farthest leaf from c in T , this means that t ∈ T Y and the claim follows, since
(pq is useful for s, t)
Without loss of generality, s / ∈ T , i.e., s ∈ pc with p = s = c. As illustrated in Figure F , the point s lies on the simple cycle C(p, c) in T + pc. Since c is the absolute center of T and p ∈ T X , the largest sub-tree attached to
Thus, t ∈ T Y and s is the farthest point from t on C(p, c). The path from t to s in T + pc enters C(p, c) at c. Therefore, s is the farthest point from c on C(p, c). However, this implies that s lies on the path from
Having exhausted all cases, we conclude that diam(T +pc) ≤ diam(T +pq) when p, q ∈ T X . Therefore, the absolute center c of T lies on the path in T connecting the endpoints of every optimal shortcut that has both endpoints on the backbone.
XX:10 Optimal Tree Shortcut Theorem 2. A geometric tree T has a useful shortcut if and only if its backbone is neither a line segment nor a single point.
Proof. Suppose T is a geometric tree that possesses a useful shortcut. Then the backbone B of T cannot consist of the absolute center alone, due to Lemma A. Let a and b be the endpoints of the backbone B of T . By Theorem 1, there is an optimal shortcut pq for T with p, q ∈ B. Since the shortcut pq is useful for T , it is also useful for a, b meaning (a, b) . This means that the backbone is strictly longer than the line segment connecting its endpoints and, thus, the backbone cannot be a line segment itself.
Conversely, suppose T is a geometric tree whose backbone B is neither a line segment nor a single point, as illustrated in Figure G . Let a and b be the endpoints of B. We have
is not a line segment. We shall show that either the shortcut ab is already useful for T or we can construct a useful shortcut for T .
Figure G A geometric tree whose backbone is not a line segment.
Let s, t be a diametral pair of T + ab. Let S a and S b be the primary B-sub-trees of T attached to a and to b, respectively, and let S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k be the secondary B-sub-trees of T .
Suppose s, t ∈ T such that s, t is diametral in T . We swap s and t until s ∈ S a and t
Therefore, the shortcut ab is useful for T , since
Suppose s, t ∈ T such that s, t is not diametral in T .
Then ab is useful for T , since
3.
Suppose s / ∈ T or t / ∈ T . We swap s and t such that s / ∈ T , i.e., s ∈ ab with a = s = b. Let C(a, b) be the simple cycle in T + ab.
a. Suppose t ∈ C(a, b).
Then ab is useful for T , since 
b. Suppose t /
∈ C(a, b), as illustrated in Figure H . We argue that t is a leaf of a secondary B-sub-tree of T . Letā be the farthest point from a on C(a, b). For every point x ∈ S a , the pointā is the farthest point from x on
Therefore, s =ā and, thus, t cannot lie in S a . Likewise, we argue that t / ∈ S b . In summary, s lies on the shortcut ab and t is a leaf of a secondary B-sub-tree. Let δ be the largest diameter of the secondary B-sub-trees S 1 , . . . , S k , i.e.,
and let = diam(T ) − δ. We have > 0, as none of the secondary B-sub-trees contain diametral pairs of T , i.e., diam
We argue that pq is useful for T . Let u, v be a diametral pair of T + pq and let C(p, q) be the simple cycle in T + pq. Analogous to diametral pairs of T + ab, we argue that pq is useful for T when u, v ∈ T (Case 1 and 2) and when u ∈ pq with p = u = q and v ∈ C(p, q) (Case 3a). It remains show that pq is useful for T when u ∈ pq with p = u = q and when v is a leaf of a secondary B-sub-tree that is attached to an interior vertex z of the path from p to q in T (Case 3b), as illustrated in Figure I . 
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By definition, we have d(v, z) ≤ δ. By choice of p and q we have
Therefore, the shortcut pq is useful for T , since
Every diametral pair s, t of T + ab falls into one of the above cases and, in each case, we either argued that ab is useful for T or found a useful shortcut for T when ab was not useful for T . Therefore, T possesses a useful shortcut when B is not a line segment.
Preparations for the Algorithm
Our search for an optimal shortcut pq for T proceeds as follows. Initially, we place the endpoints of the shortcut, p and q, at the absolute center c of T . Then, we move p and q along the backbone balancing the diametral paths in T + pq. The diametral pairs in T + pq guide our search: each diametral pair in T + pq rules out some direction in which we could search for a better shortcut. We have found an optimal shortcut when p and q reach a position when the diametral pairs block all directions of movement, except perhaps going back the way we came. We describe our algorithm along the following steps.
1.
We simplify the tree by compressing the B-sub-trees thereby simplifying the discussion about diametral pairs and paths in the augmented tree. 2. We define algorithm states in terms of the types of diametral paths and diametral pairs that are present in the augmented tree. Moreover, we distinguish four types of movements for the shortcut as the basic operations of our algorithm. 3. We observe how each type of diametral pair rules out a better shortcut in some direction, and that some combinations of these types imply that the current shortcut is optimal. 4. We describe the continuous, conceptual movement of the shortcut that is guided by the set of types of diametral pairs that are present in T + pq. We identify the invariants that are upheld by this movement and that guarantee that we find an optimal shortcut. 5. We specify the speeds at which the endpoints of the shortcut would move in the continuous algorithm. These speeds depend on the set of types of diametral paths in T + pq; the changes in this set constitutes the events for the discretization. 6. We bound the number of events that the discrete algorithm needs to process by O(n). This involves ruling out some transitions between the algorithm states as well as identifying situations were we can safely ignore events without compromising optimality. 7. Finally, we explain how we can process each of the O(n) events in O(log n) amortized time and, thus, bound the running time of our algorithm by O(n log n).
In this section, we discuss Steps 1, 2, and 3, i.e., the preparations for the algorithm. In the next section, we describe Step 4, i.e., the continuous algorithm. In Section 5, we outline Steps 5 through 7, i.e., the discretization of the algorithm.
Simplifying the Tree
Let T be a geometric tree whose backbone B consists of more than its absolute center c. Let a and b be the endpoints of B, and let S a and S b be the primary B-sub-trees of T and let S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k be the secondary B-sub-trees of T that are attached to B at their roots r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r k , respectively. Let x be a farthest leaf from a in S a , let y be a farthest leaf from b in S b and, for every i = 1, 2, . . . , k, let s i be a farthest leaf from r i in S i , as in Figure 5a . 
Figure 5
An illustration of a geometric tree (a) together with the perspective from its backbone (b). The backbone B of T is the path from a to b. We represent each B-sub-tree S with an edge whose length is the length of a path from the root of S to a farthest leaf (squares) of S.
We simplify the discussion about diametral pairs in T + pq. First, there is no need to distinguish diametral pairs with partners in the same B-sub-trees: for any i, j = 1, 2, . . . , k with i = j, the pair s i , s j is diametral in T + pq if and only if every farthest leaf from r i in S i forms a diametral pair with every farthest leaf from r j in S j . Second, there is no need to consider diametral pairs with both endpoints in the same B-sub-tree, as we argue in Lemma 3 below. Therefore, we simplify T by replacing each B-sub-tree S i with an edge from r i to a vertex representing s i of length d(r i , s i ). Likewise, we replace S a and S b with edges of appropriate length. Figure 5 illustrates the resulting perspective from B on T .
Lemma 3.
Let T be a geometric tree, let p, q ∈ B, and let S be a B-sub-tree of T . If u, v ∈ S is a diametral pair of T + pq then pq is an optimal shortcut for T .
Proof. By Lemma D, there is an optimal shortcut p q for T with p , q ∈ B.
Since S is a tree that is attached to the remainder of T + pq, we have diam(S) ≤ diam(T + pq). Every path from u to v via pq contains r twice, hence the shortest path from
By Lemma D, there is an optimal shortcut p * q * for T with p * , q * ∈ B. By repeating the above, we obtain
Therefore, pq is an optimal shortcut for T and diam(T + pq) = diam(S).
Corollary E. Let T be a geometric tree whose backbone is more than a single point, and let
δ be the largest diameter of any B-sub-tree of T , i.e., δ := {diam(S) | S is a B-sub-tree of T }.
Then we have δ ≤ diam(T + pq) for any shortcut pq for T .
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We compute the largest diameter δ of any B-sub-tree of T as part of our pre-processing and we halt our search for an optimal shortcut if the current diameter reaches δ. This is not strictly necessary: if we ignore diametral pairs in the same B-sub-tree, we still obtain an optimal shortcut even though we might not know the actual value of the optimal diameter. Nevertheless, we may safely exclude diametral pairs in the same B-sub-tree from consideration.
States and Operations
We group the diametral pairs and paths of the augmented tree T + pq into types. The types of diametral pairs and paths in T + pq define the states of our algorithm. We specify four different types of movements for the shortcut as the base operations for the algorithm. Every partner v of a diametral pair u, v in T + pq is either: (x, y) a diametral partner in the tree, ( ) some other point on the tree, or (•) a point on the shortcut. More specifically, v is either (x, y) a leaf of a primary B-sub-tree, ( ) a leaf of a secondary B-sub-tree, or v is a point on the simple cycle C(p, q) in the augmented tree that (•) lies in the original tree or (•) on the shortcut. This leads to the following distinction of the diametral pairs. There is no need to consider diametral pairs of type •-• or •-•: the distance from x or y to their respective farthest points on the cycle C(p, q) is always larger than the distance between any two points on C(p, q)-unless the augmented tree is a cycle, i.e., T + pq = C(p, q).
There are no diametral pairs of type x-• or •-y, asx,ȳ ∈ T . If x, v is a diametral pair of type x-in T + pq then v ∈ T and if u, y is of type -y in T + pq then u ∈ T .
The pair state is the set of types of diametral pairs in T + pq and the pair sub-state is the set of sub-types of diametral pairs that are present in T + pq. For instance, if T + pq has the diametral pairs x, y; x, s 3 ; x, s 5 ; and x,x then T + pq is in pair state {x-y, x-} and, more precisely, in T + pq is in the pair sub-state {x-y, In this notation, any type of diametral partner (e.g., x, y, , , •, •) may appear in place of * . For instance, we denote a diametral path from x tox via the shortcut by x-pq-•.
The path state is the set of types of diametral paths that are present in T +pq.
We distinguish four types of movements for the shortcut as operations of our algorithm.
a downward shift when p moves away from a and q moves away from b, i.e., when , q) , or a counter-clockwise turn when p moves away from a and q moves towards b, i.e., when
. These types of movements intentionally overlap when one of the endpoints remains stationary, e.g., when p = p every clockwise turn is also a downward shift.
Blocking
Each type of diametral pair blocks one type of movement for the shortcut. For instance, when there is a diametral pair of type x-y then no downward shift will lead to a better shortcut. In this sense, x-y blocks any downward shift, x-blocks any counter-clockwise turn, -y blocks any clockwise turn, and -or -• block any upward shift. The shortcut is optimal when all movements are blocked. We use the following technical lemma to prove these claims. For u, v ∈ T , we denote the path from u to v in T by P (u, v). 
Lemma F. Let pq and p q be shortcuts for a tree T with
p, q, p , q ∈ B, d(a, p) ≤ d(a, q), and d(a, p ) ≤ d(a, q ). We have diam(T + pq) ≤ diam(T + p q ) if≤ diam(T + p q ), because diam(T + pq) = d T +pq (u, v) (u, v is diametral in T + pq) ≤ d T (u, v) XX:16 Optimal Tree Shortcut = d T +p q (u, v) (p q is not useful for u, v) ≤ diam(T + p q ) .
Proof of (ii
(pq may or may not be useful for u, v)
Proof of (iii)
We are prepared to show how each type of diametral pair blocks one type of movement.
Lemma 4 (Blocking). Let pq be a shortcut for a tree T with p, q ∈ B and d(a, p) ≤ d(a, q). (1) If T + pq has a diametral pair of type x-y, then diam(T + pq) ≤ diam(T + p q ) for every shortcut p q such that the movement from pq to p q is a downward shift. (2) If T + pq has a diametral pair of type x-, then diam(T + pq) ≤ diam(T + p q ) for every shortcut p q such that the movement from pq to p q is a counter-clockwise turn. (3) If T + pq has a diametral pair of type -y, then diam(T + pq) ≤ diam(T + p q ) for every shortcut p q such that the movement from pq to p q is a clockwise turn. (4) If T + pq has a diametral pair of type -or -• , then diam(T + pq) ≤ diam(T + p q )
for every shortcut p q such that the movement from pq to p q is a upward shift.
Proof.
(1) Suppose T + pq has a diametral pair of type x-y. We shift pq downward to p q . Then x, y is a diametral pair of T +pq such that p lies on the path from x to p and q lies on the path from q to y. According Lemma F, this implies diam(T + pq) ≤ diam(T + p q ).
(2) Suppose T + pq has a diametral pair of type x-. We turn pq counter-clockwise to p q . Let x, v be a diametral pair of type x-in T + pq. The point p lies on the path from x to p in T and we argue that q lies on the path from q to v in T to apply Lemma F. Consider the largest sub-tree T xq of T that has x and q as leaves. We argue that v lies in T xq . Since q / ∈ T xq this shows that q lies on the path from q to v in T . Assume, for the sake of a contradiction, that v / ∈ T xq . Since there is a diametral pair of type x-in T + pq the shortcut pq is useful for T and, thus, pq is useful for x, y. This implies that v is a farthest leaf from q in T \ T xq , i.e., d(q, y)
The farthest leaves from q in T \ T xq are the farthest leaves from b in S b . Therefore, v ∈ S b . This contradicts our choice of x, v as a diametral pair of type x-, i.e., v ∈ T \ S b . Therefore, p lies on the path from x to p in T and q lies on the path from q to v in T .
According to Lemma F, this implies diam(T + pq) ≤ diam(T + p q ). (3) Suppose
T + pq has a diametral pair of type -y. We turn pq clockwise to p q . This case is symmetric to the previous one. (4) Suppose T + pq has a diametral pair of type -or -•. We shift pq upward to p q .
a. Suppose there is some diametral pair u, v of T + pq of type -.
Then both u and v are leaves of secondary B-sub-trees, i.e., u = s i and v = s j for some i, j = 1, 2, . . . , k with i = j. Without loss of generality, suppose i < j . The B-sub-trees containing u and v must be attached to B along the path from p to q in T . Otherwise, x or y would be strictly farther from v than u. Since we are performing an upwards shift from pq to p q , the point p lies on the path from u to p in T , and q lies on the path from v to q in T . According to Case (ii) of Lemma F, this implies diam(T + pq) ≤ diam(T + p q ). b. Suppose there is some diametral pair u, v in T + pq of type -• or -•.
Then one of u and v is a leaf of a secondary B-sub-tree and the other is the farthest point on C(p, q) from said leaf. Without loss of generality, let u = s i for some i = 1, 2, . . . , k and let v =s i . The B-sub-tree S i must be attached to B along the path from p to q in T . Otherwise, x or y would be strictly farther from v than u. Ifs i ∈ T then u, v is of type -•. Since we are performing an upward shift from pq to p q , the path from u to p in T contains p while the path from v to q in T contains q.
According to Case (ii) of Lemma F, this implies diam(T + pq) ≤ diam(T + p q ). Ifs i / ∈ T then u, v is of type -•.
Since we are performing an upward shift from pq to p q , the path from u to p in T contains p while the path from u to q in T contains q. According to Case (iii) of Lemma F, this implies diam(T + pq) ≤ diam(T + p q ).
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 4, the shortcut pq must be optimal for T when each of the four types of movements is blocked by some diametral pair T + pq.
Corollary G. If an augmented tree T + pq has diametral pairs of the types x-y, x-, and -y, as well as diametral pairs of type -or -•, then pq is an optimal shortcut for T .
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Sudden Optimality
If the augmented tree T + pq has a diametral pair of type x-y, then there is no need to consider diametral pairs of type -, due to the following. Lemma H. If T + pq has a diametral paths of type x-pq-y and -pq-then T + pq also has diametral paths of type x-pq-and -pq-y and, thus, the shortcut pq is optimal.
Proof. Suppose T + pq has diametral paths of type x-pq-y and -pq-. Then T + pq has a diametral pair u, v ∈ T \ (S a ∪ S b ) such that a shortest path from u to v contains pq. We show that the pairs u, y and x, v are diametral in T + pq, which implies that pq is optimal.
Since pq is useful for u, v, the shortcut pq is also useful for u, q and, thus, for u, y. By comparing the paths x-pq-y and u-pq-y,
(pq is useful for u, y)
y) . (pq is useful for x, y)
Likewise, we obtain d(q, v) ≤ d(q, y) by comparing the paths x-pq-y and x-pq-v. Comparing the diametral paths x-pq-y and u-pq-v yields d(x, p)+d(q, y) = d(u, p)+d(q, v). This equation cannot be satisfied when d(u, p) < d(x, p) or d(q, v) < d(q, y), since d(u, p) ≤ d(x, p) and d(q, v) ≤ d(q, y). Therefore, we have d(u, p) = d(x, p) and d(q, v) = d(q, y). This implies that both u, y and x, v are diametral pairs in
T + pq, since d T +pq (u, y) = d(u, p) + |pq| + d(q, y) = d(x, p) + |pq| + d(q, y) = diam(T + pq) , and d T +pq (x, v) = d(x, p) + |pq| + d(q, v) = d(x, p) + |pq| + d(q,
y) = diam(T + pq) .
Hence, T + pq is in the pair state {x-y, -, x-, -y} and, thus, pq is optimal for T .
Lemma I. If T + pq has a diametral paths x-pq-y and -T -then pq is optimal.
Proof. Suppose T + pq has diametral paths of type x-pq-y and -T -.
As there is a diametral path of type -T -, there is a diametral pair u, v of T + pq with u, v ∈ T such that there is a shortest path from u to v in T + pq that does not contain pq.
If u lies in a secondary B-sub-tree S u , then let r u be the root of S u . Otherwise, let r u = u. Likewise, let r v be the root of the B-sub-tree containing v or let r v = v when v ∈ B. Without loss of generality, r u lies on the path in T from a to r v . Otherwise, we swap u and v.
We show that u, y and x, v are diametral in T + pq. Since u-T -v is diametral, pq cannot be useful for u, v and, thus, pq cannot be useful for r u , r v , i.e.,
On the other hand, pq must be useful for
(r u lies on the path from u to v)
(r u lies on the path from x to v)
Likewise, pq must be useful for u, y.
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Since x-pq-y is diametral and pq is useful for x, v, we have
Likewise, x, v is diametral in T + pq, and thus, T + pq is in pair state {x-y, x-, -y, -}. Therefore, pq is optimal for T , according to Corollary G.
If T + pq has a diametral pair of type -then T + pq has a diametral path of type -pq-or -T -. If T + pq has diametral pairs of type x-y and -then pq is useful for x, y and, thus, T + pq has diametral paths of types x-pq-y and -pq-or T + pq has diametral paths of types x-pq-y and -T -. Lemmas H and I show that pq is optimal for T .
Lemma 5.
If T + pq has diametral pairs x-y and -then T + pq also has diametral pairs of type x-and -y and, thus, the shortcut pq is optimal for T .
Continuous Algorithm
Inspired by the plane-sweep paradigm, we conceptually move the shortcut continuously while changing its speed and direction at certain events, i.e., when the pair state or path state changes. To implement this approach, we discretize this movement such that the shortcut jumps from one event to the next. We discretize the continuous algorithm in the next section. Figure 6 describes the algorithm in terms of the pair states and operations. Initially, we place the shortcut with both endpoints on the absolute center c of T . This ensures that we start in pair state {x-y}. The algorithm consists of at most three phases: an upwards shift, possibly followed by a clockwise or a counter-clockwise turn, possibly followed by another upwards shift. Some pair states are marked as final states with a double border. If we reach a final state, we terminate our search and report the best shortcut that we have found. For the other states, we specify the direction in which we move the shortcut.
For the sake of simplicity, we omit some pair states and transitions from Figure 6 . First, we omit all pair states containing x-y and -, due to Lemma 5. Second, we omit transitions that are implied by transitivity, e.g., we model a transition from {x-y} to {x-y, x-, -y} by transitioning from {x-y} to {x-y, x-} and then from {x-y, x-} to {x-y, x-, -y}. Third, we omit pair states that are supersets of any final states in Figure 6 . x-y Figure 6 The pair states encountered during our search for an optimal shortcut for a tree. There are three types of states: First, regular states (white, single boundary) indicate the pair state and the operation applied (up shift, cw turn, ccw turn). Second, transition states (gray, single boundary) are visited only momemtarily while transitioning from one regular state to another regular state. Third, final states (white, double boundary) where we terminate our search and report the best shortcut encountered. Under certain conditions, the search may also terminate early in non-final states. We always start in state {x-y} with an upward shift. When we reach the pair state {x-y, -•} then we perform both a clockwise and a counter-clockwise turn.
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Phase I: Shifting Upwards
In Phase I, we shorten all diametral paths of type x-y with an upward shift, i.e., we move p from c towards a and we move q from c towards b. If p reaches a before q reaches b then p remains at a and q continues to move towards b. Likewise, p continues to move towards a if q reaches b. While we are in Phase I, the current shortcut is the best shortcut encountered so far. Phase I ends when the shortcut reaches the end of the backbone, i.e., pq = ab, or when a second type of diametral pair appears and Phase II begins.
Phase II: Turning
The second phase begins when we transition from pair state {x-y} to a pair state containing x-y. If we transition from {x-y} to {x-y, x-} then we perform a clockwise turn. If we transition from {x-y} to {x-y, -y} then we perform a counter-clockwise turn. If we transition from {x-y} to {x-y, -•}, then we branch the search into a clockwise turn and a counterclockwise turn. In the following, we discuss the second phase for the clockwise turn, i.e., for the states {x-y, x-}, {x-y, x-, -•}, and {x-y, -•}. We treat the counter-clockwise turn for the pair states {x-y, -y}, {x-y, -y, -•}, and {x-y, -•} symmetrically.
Suppose we reach the pair state {x-y, x-} from {x-y}. All diametral paths in T + pq contain the path from a to p. We move p closer to a thereby shrinking the diameter. At the same time, we move q with a speed towards a that keeps all diametral paths in balance. This ensures that we remain in the current pair state until another diametral pair appears. While we are in this state, the current shortcut is the best shortcut encountered so far.
When we reach the pair state {x-y, -•} then we move p towards a and adjust the position of q to balance the diametral paths of type x-pq-y with those of type -p-• and -q-•. In this state, the diameter shrinks and grows proportional to the length of the shortcut and the best shortcut so far is the shortest shortcut encountered since we entered this state.
Balancing the diametral paths when moving pq ensures that we remain in the current pair state until another diametral pair appears. It also restricts our search considerably: we are essentially conducting a linear search, since the speed of q is determined by the speed of p, the path state, and the change in the length of the shortcut, as we see in Section 5.
Phase II ends when p reaches a, when we transition to a pair state containing x-y and -, when we transition from {x-y, -•} to the final pair state {x-y, -•, -y}, or when we transition from {x-y, x-} to the pair state {x-y, x-, -y} and where we begin Phase III.
Phase III: Upwards Shift
We begin Phase III when we reach the pair state {x-y, x-, -y} from {x-y, x-} or from {x-y, -y}. Since x-y, x-, and -y block all other movements, we perform an upwards shift balancing x-and -y. We immediately transition to the pair state {x-, -y}, since the path from x to y via the shortcut shrinks faster than the diametral paths connecting xand -y. If we reach Phase III then the shortest shortcut encountered during Phase III is optimal. Phase III ends when p hits a, when q hits b, or when -or -• appears.
Optimality
We argue that the shortcut produced by the above algorithm is indeed optimal, using invariants for each pair state that follow from the blocking lemma (Lemma 4). 
Invariant 1. While the algorithm is in
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If Phase I concludes with the shortcut reaching the end of the backbone, i.e., pq = ab, then the above invariant implies that ab is optimal for T . Suppose Phase II concludes with p = a in pair state {x-y, x-}. Then every clockwise turn is also a downward shift and, thus, blocked by x-y, and every upwards shift is also a counter-clockwise turn and, thus, blocked by x-. Thus, the current shortcut is optimal.
Invariant 2. While the algorithm is in in pair
When T + pq is in pair state {x-y, -•} there is an optimal shortcut p * q * such that the movement from pq to p * q * is a clockwise turn or a counter-clockwise turn. ). In both cases, p q is optimal. In summary, we either encounter an optimal shortcut as we turn clockwise from pq to p q or there is an optimal shortcut p * q * in clockwise direction that remains to be found.
If Phase II ends in state {x-y, -•} with p = a or in the final state {x-y, -•, -y} then all directions are blocked and, by the invariant, we have encountered an optimal shortcut.
Invariant 4. While the algorithm is in Phase III, we have already encountered an optimal shortcut or there exists some optimal shortcut in upwards direction.
Phase III ends either in the final state {x-, -y, -} or {x-, -y, -•}, or in the state {x-, -y} with p = a or q = b. In all of these cases, all directions are blocked and, the above invariant implies that we have encountered an optimal shortcut.
In conclusion, the continuous algorithm would report an optimal shortcut for T if we could implement and run it. Next, we simulate the continuous algorithm with a discretization.
Discretization
To discretize the continuous algorithm, we subdivide the continuous motion of the shortcut with events such that we can calculate the next event and the change in the continuous diameter of T + pq between subsequent events. We introduce events when the shortcut hits a vertex, when the path state changes, and when the shortcut begins to shrink or to grow.
Simulating Phase I
In Phase I, we move p with unit speed from c to a and we move q with unit speed from c to b. This yields at most n events where the shortcut visits a new vertex. In Phase I, we start in path state {x-pq-y, x-T -y} and transition to {x-pq-y} when the shortcut becomes useful for T . The length of the path x-pq-y and, thus, the continuous diameter of the augmented tree never increases during Phase I. Therefore, we only need to detect end of Phase I. This means we need to detect when a diametral pair of type x-, -y, or -• appears. We ignore pairs of type -as they appear together with x-and -y when x-y is diametral.
Lemma 6. Let T be a geometric tree with n vertices. After O(n) preprocessing time, we can answer queries for the longest paths of types
where a query is a position of pq.
Proof. We perform the following preprocessing. First, we compute the distance from a to every vertex on the backbone of T . Thus, we can compute the distance
Second, we build three data structures [13] that support range maximum queries that report arg max{d( + d(p, q) ), where S i is the tallest tree with its root r i along the path from p to q. We find the index i using a range maximum query for the range P (p, q), since
. . , k with r j ∈ P (p, q). Therefore, it takes constant time to determine the longest path of type -p-•, -q-•, -pq-•, or -T -•. Therefore, we can locate the longest paths of all stated types in O(log n) time.
The following Corollary aids us in detecting events. 
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Proof. We reuse the data structures from Lemma 6.
x-pq-, -pq-y The longest path of type x-pq-changes when the answer to the corresponding range maximum query changes, i.e., when the farthest leaf s i from y among s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k such that the root r i lies on the path fromp to q changes. Since q remains on its edges, the answer to this query can only changes whenp moves through a root of a secondary B-sub-tree. We perform a query for the farthest leaf s j from y with r j in the range P (r i+1 , q), and we perform a binary search for the largest index l = 1, 2, . . . , i − 1 such that r l lies on the path from p to r i and i is not the answer to the range query for the range P (r l , r i ). The longest path of type x-pq-changes whenp passes through r j or r l , i.e., when
x-T -, -T -y This is analogous to the previous case. When we discretize Phase I, we use the data structures from Lemma 6 at every vertex event to check whether the continuous algorithm is about to switch to Phase II. Once we have found the pair of edges where Phase II begins, we locate the exact position of this event and continue the simulation from there. Thus, simulating Phase I takes O(n log n) time.
Simulating Phase I
We describe the simulation of Phase II for the clockwise case. Throughout Phase II, we move the shortcut in a way that keeps the diametral paths in balance. If p moves with unit speed, the following lemma reveals the speed at which q should move to maintain balance.
Lemma 7.
Let pq and p q be two shortcuts for a geometric tree T such that the movement from pq to p q is a clockwise turn. If T + pq and T + p q are in the same path state, then we can express the distance of q and q and the change in diameter as stated in Table 1 .
(|pq| − |p q |) Table 1 The distance between q and q with the change in diameter when turning a shortcut pq clockwise to a new position p q while maintaining the diametral paths in balance.
Proof. We show the result for the path state {x-pq-y, x-pq-•, x-T -•}. Suppose the paths x-pq-y, x-pq-•, and x-T -• remain diametral as the shortcut moves from pq to p q . Then
In this case, the diameter changes by
Analogously, we establish the results for the other path states listed in Table 1 .
When p and q move along a fixed pair of edges Lemma 7 allows us to compute which vertex event occurs next and how the diameter changes until then. While simulating Phase II, we encounter O(n) events where the shortcut hits a vertex or where the shortcut begins to shrink or grow, due to the following. The shortcut enters each edge at most once, since p and q never change direction (we have d(p, p ) > 0 and d(q, q ) ≥ 0 from Lemma 7). Thus, we encounter O(n) pairs of edges. Moreover, the shortcut changes at most once between growing on shrinking when both endpoints move along a fixed pair of edges.
Lemma 8. For a geometric tree with n vertices, the path state changes O(n) times in Phase II and locating the next event takes O(log n) time, after O(n) preprocessing time.
Proof. In Phase II, the speed of p and q is determined by two or three different types of diametral paths, i.e., by x-pq-y and x-pq-, or by x-pq-y and x-pq-• and x-T -•, or x-pq-y and x-T -, or by x-pq-y and -p-• and -q-•. For any path state X during Phase II, only the subset X of X that leads to the least increase in diameter determines the speed of p and q. The other types of paths cease to be diametral, i.e., we transition from X to X .
Some transitions between the path states in Phase II are impossible. For instance, suppose we turn pq clockwise to p q such that the path state remains {x-pq-y, -p-•, -q-•} until excluding p q . Then T + p q cannot be in path state {x-pq-y, -p-•, -q-•, x-pq-•, x-T -•} due to the following. From Table 1 We bound the number of path state transitions during Phase II by O(n). First, we show that we visit the path state {x-pq-y, x-pq-} no more than k times when T has k secondary B-sub-trees. Suppose we are in path state {x-pq-y, x-pq-s j } for some j = 1, 2, . . . , k. By comparing the diametral paths from x to y and from x to s i , we obtain d(q, y) = d(q, s j ). When we transition from {x-pq-y, x-pq-s j } to any other path state, q will begin to move with non-zero speed towards a. Thus, during Phase II, the pair x, s j cannot become diametral again. This means we may take at most k = O(n) of the green transitions in Figure J. We bound the number of times we visit the pair state {x-pq-y, -p-•, -q-•} by O(n). We can only enter pair state {x-pq-y, -p-•, -q-•} from {x-pq-y, x-T -} when the shortcut is growing and we can only leave {x-pq-y, -p-•, -q-•} to {x-pq-y, x-T -} when the shortcut is shrinking. Since the shortcut switches O(n) times between shrinking and growing during the clockwise turn, we may take O(n) red and blue transitions in Figure J .
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The claim follows, since we can detect the next event where the path state changes in O(log n) using the data structures and techniques from Lemma 6 and Corollary J.
With Lemma 8, it takes O(n log n) time to simulate Phase II.
Similar to Phase II, we argue that there are O(n) events where the shortcut hits a vertex or where the shortcut starts to shrink or grow. However, even though we can rule out certain transitions between the path states, there still may be Ω(n 2 ) events where the path state changes. We circumvent this issue by ignoring path state events when it is safe to do so.
For instance, suppose the shortcut is growing while a path x-T -s i is diametral for some i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Then the path x-pq-• or a path x-pq-s j for some j > i might become diametral. There is no need to change the behavior of the shortcut at that event, since the diameter cannot decrease before the shortcut becomes useful for x, s i , again. Until then we do not keep track of any changes in the diametral path for pairs of type x-. Even though, we might leave the trajectory of the continuous algorithm, this does not compromise optimality, as we uphold the same invariants: much like in the blocking lemma the path x-T -s i serves as a witness that we cannot reach a better shortcut with a counter-clockwise turn.
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Lemma 10. For a geometric tree with n vertices, the modified Phase III has O(n) events.
Proof. In Phase III, the speed of p and q is determined by one type of diametral path for a diametral pair of type x-and by one type of diametral path for a diametral pair of type -y, as indicated in Table 2 . Certain path state transitions are only possible when the shortcut shrinks, others only when the shortcut grows. Suppose, for instance, that the shortcut shrinks as we move from pq to p q , i.e., |p q | < |pq|. In this case, we cannot transition from 
where as the diameter only shrinks by 1 2 (|pq| − |p q |). Figure K illustrates the path state transitions during Phase III for some of the path states.
x-pq--pq-
The path states encountered during Phase III, excluding the states containing x-T -or -T -y and any transitions to these states. Red transitions may occur while the shortcut is shrinking; blue transitions may occur while the shortcut is growing.
Recall that the B-sub-trees S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k are numbered in the order along the backbone from a to b. If the path x-T -s i is diametral in T + pq then we may ignore all potential diametral paths x-T -s j for any j with i < j, due to the following. If x-T -s j does become diametral after x-T -s i has been diametral, then the shortcut is useless for x, s i , since it is useless for x, s j . Thus, the diameter is at least d(x, s i ) and will only decrease below this value when the shortcut becomes useful for x, s i again. Since the speed of p and q does not depend on whether x-T -• is realized by x-T -s i or x-T -s j , we may safely ignore x-T -s j . Therefore, whenever we have a transition where a path x-pq-s j is replaced by x-T -s i then we have i < j and the potential diametral path x-T -s j may be ignored from now on. Figure L shows the transitions between the path states in Phase III ignoring differences in the paths connecting the diametral pairs of type -y. We may visit path states containing x-T -at most k + 2n times: The shortcut changes no more than 2n times between growing to shrinking. While the shortcut only grows or only shrinks, we have the following. If we visit a path state containing x-T -then we can rule out one of the k secondary B-sub-tree for every subsequent visit to any path state containing x-T -. Thus, take at most k + 2n = O(n) of the green transitions in Figure L , and we take O(n) red transitions while the shortcut shrinks and O(n) blue transitions while the shortcut grows. Therefore, we encounter O(n) path state changes in Phase III, if we ignore the paths of type x-T -s j that became irrelevant. Using our data structures from Lemma 6, we can detect all path state events during the modified Phase III, except for an event where a diametral path of type -T -or -pqappears. We may ignore diametral paths of type -T -, due to the following. If -Tbecomes diametral during Phase III at some positionpq and we ignore this event, then we are still reporting a shortcut pq such that diam(T + p q ) ≤ diam(T +pq), since we report the shortcut with the smallest encountered continuous diameter. We cannot ignore an event where -pq-becomes diametral as the length of these paths depends on pq. Therefore, the matrix M is totally monotone. We can access any entry M j,i of M in constant time after O(n) pre-processing due to the following. We determine d(s 1 , r 1 ), d(s 2 , r 2 ) , . . . , d(s k , r k ) as well as d(a, r 1 ), d(a, r 2 ) Therefore, we can determine the largest entry in entry in M -and, thus, longest path of type -pq--in O(n) time using the SMAWK Algorithm [12] without constructing M .
Lemma 11. It takes O(n) time to determine the longest
We cannot afford to check at every event whether a diametral path of type -pqappears. Instead, we perform the detection of such events as a post-processing step. We only need to find the first positionpq where some path of type -pq-becomes diametral. If we shift upwards frompq this path will remain diametral. First, we simulate the modified Phase III ignoring events where -pq-becomes diametral while noting the sequence of edge pairs that we visit. After that, we perform a binary search forpq in the sequence of visited edge pairs. The binary search forpq takes O(n log n) time, since we can determine the largest path of type -pq-in O(n) time for a fixed position of the shortcut, as shown in Lemma 11.
We can simulate all phases of the continuous algorithm-with some modifications that do not impact optimality-with O(n) events that we can process in O(n log n) total time.
Theorem 12.
For a geometric tree T with n vertices, it takes O(n log n) time to determine a shortcut pq for T that minimizes the continuous diameter of the augmented tree T + pq.
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Conclusion and Future Work
We determine an optimal shortcut for a geometric tree in O(n log n) time. We are interested in ways to reduce this time or in lower bounds that prove that it cannot be reduced. Our algorithm for trees generalizes our algorithm for paths from previous work [2] : For a path P with endpoints x and y, the algorithm for paths moves a shortcut pq from pq = xy towards the absolute center of P until the first position where x-pq-y becomes diametral. The shortest shortcut encountered during this movement is an optimal shortcut for P . Essentially, the algorithm for paths consists of performing Phase III of the algorithm for trees in reverse.
Even though our construction was specified for geometric trees whose edges are line segments, the structural results extend to trees that are embedded into an arbitrary metric space and whose edges are arbitrary rectifiable curves. For geometric trees whose edges are algebraic curves, the running time of the algorithm increases proportional to the number of times the shortcut grows and shrinks while its endpoints slide along a pair of edges.
In future work, we shall investigate minimizing the continuous diameter by augmenting geometric trees with more than one shortcut. Especially for geometric trees whose backbone consists only of the absolute center, we are interested in the minimum (and maximum) number of shortcuts to reduce the continuous diameter. Finally, we shall put our insights about trees and cycles to use when augmenting more general networks.
